A simple equilibrium restriction identifies time-varying components of expected returns. Using data from the Fama and French three-and five-factor models and momentum, we use this restriction to predict factor returns out of sample. We derive a policy for timing exposures to these components and find the modified portfolio generates returns with higher out-of-sample Sharpe ratios than the underlying mimicking portfolio. Exposure to returns to the market timing portfolio is priced and the residual variation in the market is not. Gains from market, value and momentum timing policies are compensation for risk. We provide evidence that timing size exploits mis-pricing rather than precision of conditional risk exposures. 
Introduction
Empirical risk factor models are ubiquitous in academic finance and money management. 1 Conventionally, the models are implemented by first ranking traded assets into bins according to a characteristic, such as book-to-market equity. Often, in the cross-section of assets, this characteristic is thought to proxy for exposure to an undiversifiable source of risk. Then, long-short portfolios are formed from assets in the highest and lowest bins. Returns to the resulting zero-cost portfolio mimic fluctuations in the underlying source of risk. These factor replicating portfolios are then used as the basis for benchmarking asset pricing models and evaluating performance of investment strategies.
Recent evidence that factor risk prices vary through time exemplifies a broader trend to study predictability at the portfolio level. The key object for understanding the cross-section of predictability is "the factor structure of time-varying expected returns." 2 In this paper, we use conditioning information from the cross-section of predictable portfolio returns to construct modified factor replicating portfolios. The benchmark modification produces a timing rule for exposure to predictable components of factor risk prices. The modified portfolio returns improve the risk-return trade-off: out of sample tests show returns to our timed portfolios have reliably higher Sharpe ratios than conventional portfolios.
There are two ingredients to our study that warrant emphasis. First, by identifying the trailing sources of common variation in realized returns as the transitory fluctuations in expected returns, we can treat the factor model of expected returns as a zero-net supply inter-temporal hedging portfolio, perfectly correlated with a latent state variable relevant to wealth. 3 This connection allows us to distinguish between unexpected returns and changes in conditional expectations by distinguishing between the return on the fixed-weight hedging portfolio and the gains or losses from rebalancing the portfolio weights when calculated on a rolling basis. Essentially, this allows us the extract a "time effect."
The second ingredient is the inclusion of forecasts of factor returns calculated over several See Merton, (1972 ,1973 .
horizons separately. We justify the inclusion of these data formally in the Euler equation without reference to a parametric stochastic-discount factor model. Cochrane and Piazesi (CP) (2005) find contemporaneous bond prices are not Markov states at a one-month frequency. In the equity markets we consider, scalar first-order autoregressions are insufficient to reproduce the term structure of conditional forecasts suggested by the data. 4 In (CP) and in our study, forecasts are improved by enlarging the state vector to include moving averages of past prices.
Related Work
Hansen and Richard (1989), Cox, Ingersoll and Ross (1985) , Harrison Krepps (1979), Ross (1979) , Lucas (1979) , and others represent equilibrium returns data in terms of a common non-negative pricing kernel. Hansen (1982) ties the objectives within these models to an econometric objective, allowing for flexible estimation of parameters implied by possibly nonlinear equilibrium restrictions. This paper exploits the mapping in Hansen (1982) but emphasizes changes in the conditional factor structure of returns rather than estimates of deep parameters implied by particular model restrictions. Asness (1994) , Fama-French (1992 , 1993 , 2015 , and others document key deviations from baseline unconditional single factor asset pricing model implications. Jegadeesh and Titman (1993) and Moskowitz and Grinblatt (1999) study momentum by asset and industry, respectively, as a conditional signal capable of improving the conditional efficiency properties of the Fama-French three factor models. 5 We build on this insight and uncover finer grained information about conditional efficiency using equilibrium restrictions implied by basic asset pricing theory.
Bandi and Tamoni (2015) implement a decomposition of returns by projecting returns on 4 AR(1) processes produce horizon-specific forecasts that are deterministic functions of each other. 5 Unconditional mean-variance efficiency requires allocations to be conditionally mean-variance efficient at each point in time. If Fama-French factor prices of risk are treated as constants while the true risk prices are time-varying, the unconditional frontier spanned by the traded Fama-French factors is not efficient. In such a case, the empirical model does not imply conditional efficiency and hence there is scope for conditioning information to improve performance.
the Haar basis. The result is a similar representation of the time-series of returns as the sum of moving averages over J non-intersecting intervals of increasing scale 2 j j ∈ {0, 1, ..., J}.
Severino (2014) shows existence of decompositions based on the procedure in BT and gives general conditions for related decompositions. Our decomposition is most related methodologically to BT (2015) and Severino (2014) . A key feature of the equilibrium operator-based construction we exploit is that the basis is specific to the application. The basis components can be implicit functions of the parameters, allowing for treatment of nonlinear components of unknown form.
This study is not directly subject to the separate critiques of Harvey et. al (2015) and Lewellen, Shanken and Nagel (LSN) (2010). Harvey et. al (2015) criticise the use of test statistics designed for independent experiments in cases of potentially arbitrarily mined data.
In this paper, we apply restrictions to known factor returns data that intentionally exclude cross-sectional data. There is no opportunity for mining. LSN show that any series that is correlated with test asset returns (or the true factor) will appear to be priced in the absence of the true factor. Rather than propose new priced factors, our research takes as given that a particular factor prices a particular cross-section. We simply extract a refinement of this given relationship.
Bryzgolva (2014) advocates for traded (price-based) proxies for risk factors over macro factors for statistical reasons. A constrained LASSO-style regression penalizes candidate risk factors with poorly measured exposures. Traded factor returns have low levels of idiosyncratic noise, making exposures easier to measure and thus the LASSO procedure penalizes traded proxies less. This helps rationalize the incremental gain in statistical significance from the hedge portfolio returns over the extracted latent process, but does not diminish the significance gain between the hedge portfolio and the conventional factor portfolio. constructions along some dimensions. As a sensitivity check, we implement our decomposition using various modified factor constructions.
Factor Models of Asset Returns
We review stochastic discount factor and arbitrage based justifications for linear factor models of asset returns. We then show how our decomposed factors fit in to the linear factor model.
Stochastic Discount Factor (SDF) Models
Asset pricing models based on stochastic discount factors can be written 
where β x,m is the OLS coefficient of returns to investments in x on innovations in M and
Breeden (1979) points out that for state vector process X t ∈ D ⊂ R J−1 , and smooth functional M, M = M(X t ) can be expanded into its constituent state variables, say M j j ∈ J.
The linear form in each margin j recovers the familiar relationship
where β x,m j is the exposure of asset x to movements in factor j, and λ m j is the price of exposure to factor j. 6 The IMRS is commonly modeled M(X t ) ∆ = d log(u (C(X t )) for concave utility function u and adapted process C(X t ), usually consumption of a numeraire good. A process is adapted if it is measurable with respect to the filtration F t for every t ≥ 0.
7 Formally, this holds up to
where an envelope condition was used to equate marginal utility of consumption with marginal valuation of wealth V W (W, X), so that −E[dV W (W, X)] ≈ r f ∆V W (W, X) also recovers the gross return to riskless savings.
variable, the commonly used Fama-French factor models follow,
where the risk price of the traded risk factor is given by the unconditional expected return of the factor mimicking portfolio.
In (1), the traded factor returns proxy for innovations in aggregate state variables that drive dynamics in the investment opportunity set (IOS), in the spirit of Merton (1972) . In general equilibrium, dynamics in the IOS map onto dynamics in the marginal valuations of wealth.
Moreover, the traded factor risk price clears the market compensating exposures to variation in the factor returns
These are the normal equations associated with the Fama-MacBeth cross-sectional regressions. R is the vector of cross-sectional averages of portfolio returns. As in Bryzgolova (2015), when the β k β k matrix is invertible and not too sparse, we can obtain reliable tests of factor risk prices.
We treat the constant risk price model (1) as true under the null hypothesis. The motivation for this is ultimately empirical because our performance benchmarks are the Fama-French empirical factor models. Nonetheless, a large class of parametric SDF models are consistent with (1). Time variation in the IOS does not imply the factor risk prices vary over time.
In models with affine state dynamics and homogeneity of valuation in wealth, if volatility does not predict returns the IOS varies but compensation for exposure to this variation does not.
8,9
8 In contrast, affine models with stochastic volatility generate time variation in risk prices for representative agent models but also imply volatility predicts asset returns. It is noteworthy that the latter prediction is counterfactual.
9 State variables driving the IOS impact the equilibrium rate at which the numeraire good is substituted intertemporally but unexpected changes in the IOS reduce to white noise scaled by a constant function of model parameters.
Arbitrage Pricing Theory
The arbitrage pricing theory (APT) derived by Ross (1979) is implied by a purely statistical model of factor returns. In particular, if all returns have an approximate factor structure
and, portfolios with the same factor loadings have the same returns, then
shows that (1) follows as a constraint on expected returns implied by no-arbitrage without reference to a parametric economic model. In particular, Ross (1979) shows that a 0,x = r f for any x, individual asset loadings on f t+∆ are OLS coefficients a x = β x,f , and expected factor replicating portfolio returns are
The Fama-French factor models also follow from the APT condition, although it is not necessarily the case that each model factor is a priced risk factor. For example, linear factor models based on industry returns can be successful in explaining time series variation in realized returns and cross-sectional variation in average returns, but industry portfolio returns are not necessarily priced risk factors. In such models, (1) is still true, but the cross-sectional condition (2) is not in general true.
Tests
We evaluate the factor structure of conditional forecasts of asset returns. When the excess asset returns j are factor replicating portfolio returns we substitute f = R j,e into the Euler equation to obtain
The pricing kernel m t M t+∆+n = m t+∆+n arises from assets paying 1 in all states ∆ + n periods in the future
for any n ≥ 0, and where m t , m t+∆ are the levels of marginal valuation for any investor in periods t, t + ∆, and where the marginal valuation growth M t+∆ is enforced to be common across investors. 10 We can write the traded risk factor return condition
The unscripted M t+∆+n is the conditional forecast of the pricing kernel made at time t + ∆ for realization at time t + ∆ + n. We have separate conditions for every n. To exploit these additional conditions, we stack N + 1 conditions into a column vector g
We extract the factor structure from a symmetric positive definite (N +1)×(N +1) operator 
10 The SDF M > 0 is common across investors within non-segmented markets where there is no arbitrage. If in an incomplete market an agent's IMRS does not equal the market IMRS, this agent must be constrained by one-step-ahead borrowing limits as in Chien, Cole and Lustig (2007), in which case asset prices are still well-defined.
11 For out of sample testing, the estimates are obtained over a window with size denoted T m . For clarity, we fix T m = 15 years. The stability condition is discussed in more detail here Appendix B 12 We extract the components from the sample covariance matrix. This is not the GMM residual covariance matrix which would in principal have common variation removed.
where q 0,k (x, t) is the time t trailing T m -moving average of the factor returns and is thus a constant within each representation window τ m .
The projection implies the exact multi-variable representation for each scalar realization of the time-t factor return
where q are the estimates of the factor components with in particular q n for 1 ≤ n ≤ N 0 corresponding to weighted columns of U. 14,15 N 0 ≤ N is the dimensionality of the representation.
The representation (3) immediately implies the factor model of returns
by appealing to model (1) . We have used
. We use (4) in our empirical analysis. When the price of risk of a component q n varies through time, we can derive allocation policies based its predictable variation. Additional theoretical details are given in Appendix A. Details for the empirical implementation are given in section 12.
There are three key ingredients revealed in our analysis. Linear principal components of covariance matrices is not new, so we do not allocate space to it specifically. In general, the eigenvectors implied by a rotation depend on the action of the operator, so the linear PC is a specific case. The eigen-decomposition of a transition operator is different than of its sample CVC, but they are similar enough that insights can be gained by comparison. 13 Empirically, the representation is exact up to trailing eigenfunctions of maximum order 10 −16 . 14 The q n for n ≥ 1 are roughly the eigenfunctions of the equilibrium asset pricing operator. Formal conditions are outlined in appendix B1. 15 The estimated components q n are decreasing in time-series variation in the index n and are heterogeneous in smoothness. Stable ordering of the components is managed by our fixed window size T m and is key for our extraction of the timing rule. Rolling windows also allows for variation in the conditional prices of risk. The following filter isolates the changing porftolio weights on fifteen-year average rolling economies. The MA term changes a little in a period, the eigenvalues also change a little, so the vector contents are most sensitive. This margin proves useful.
Discussion
Given the representation (4), the remaining steps in large part mirror standard empirical asset pricing procedures, as in Fama MacBeth (1973). We implement standard errors via GMM or generalized empirical likelihood (GLE) where necessary for small-sample performance. We evaluate exposure of test asset returns to the components of the risk factor time-series representation in (3) by estimating time-series β's shown in (4) . We analyze the risk content of the components in (3) by testing whether cross-sectional variation in component-specific β's explains variation in average returns.
We form new portfolios by sorting test assets based on exposures to specific components.
We isolate a subset of components in (3) based on persistence and cross-sectional pricing power. We form zero-cost hedging portfolios for these components. The portfolio exploits the predictable variation in risk prices. By design, a hedging portfolio improves conditional mean-variance efficiency relative to the parent factor trading policy.
Finally, Fama and French (2016) take an agnostic view on whether the additional factors OP and RM W proxy for returns on hedging portfolios that track undiversifiable changes in the investment opportunity set (IOS), or whether they simply capture characteristics important for measuring firm performance. Either way, our decomposition is applicable and the inclusion of additional factors improves portfolio Sharpe ratios. However, if the model factors are not priced, some of the timing rules derived in this paper will not be applicable.
The empirical algorithm used in the following tests implements the decomposition outlined above. Complete details are given here 12 in the Empirical Appendix.
Empirical Analysis

Data
For priced risk factors, we use monthly returns data on the Fama-French three-factor, Fama
French three factor plus momentum (Carhart), and Fama-French 5-factor models. The We use predictor variables from Goyal and Welch (2007). Data are available on Amit Goyal's website 17 . We use monthly data for the rolling average 12-month dividends, the rolling av- 
Market Decomposition
We first obtain the conditional representation for the market return time series. The persistence of market components, measured by autoregressive coefficients, are reported below. 
Exposures to Market Components
We report the exposure of the 25 size/BTM cross-section to the market components. We also decompose the exposure of components in terms of exposure to the original series used in the GMM moment conditions. For convenience we report unconditional exposures.
Exposure to the latent market factor is monotonically increasing in size for growth stocks.
There is no consistent pattern of exposure across value holding size fixed. Small growth assets are known to provide pricing difficulties. A GMM optimal (efficient) weighting matrix minimizes total pricing errors by placing less weight on small growth assets when using consumption-based stochastic discount factors (Parker and Julliard, 2005) . The spread in latent factor β for growth stocks as size varies suggests small growth pricing errors arise from differential exposure of growth and size assets to the latent market factor.
Replication of Market Components
We replicate the market latent factor by ranking test assets according to their conditional exposures to this time series. The exposures are recalculated each quarter over a window of size T m = 15 years. For each quarter, we resort the rankings based on the updated conditional βs, and obtain a new portfolio. We form a zero-cost hedge by shorting the least exposed 20%
and using the proceeds to take a long position in the most exposed 20%. The portfolio is rebalanced at a higher frequency than the parent factor mimicking portfolios. The portfolio composition has some stable constituents, but exhibits non-trivial heterogeneity through time. We report summary statistics for the replicating portfolio below.
Performance Gains
To use the replicating portfolio for hedging in the case of the Market latent factor, we must extract signals that inform us about the how to position our hedge. The timing rule we exploit is derived from mean-variance optimality given the portfolio a 0 that tracks the slowmoving component of market returns.
For the other factors reported in this paper, this step in unnecessary. In the case of the market latent factor, when treated as a standalone series the price of risk changes sign three times throughout the postwar period. 19 For the purposes of trading, we exploit the fact that the logarithm of the conditional spectral gap changes signs whenever the price of risk for the latent component changes sign.
The market hedging portfolio significantly improves mean-variance efficiency, raising the monthly Sharpe ratio from 0.182 to 0.48 with the latent factor replication. The latent factor replication that throws away remaining spectral data achieves 0.42, and the joint component replicating portfolio has a monthly Sharpe ratio of 0.23. Market log(
) Exposure 1 log(
) Exposure 2 log(
) Exposure 3 log( (b) Logarithm of latent factor and signed replicating portfolio returns. Timing rule reverses long and short components in replicating portfolio, invested in t for returns in period t + ∆, when the logarithm of the latent factor is negative in period t. Negative log latent factor realizations correspond to inversions in spectral gap constituents. Test assets are the Fama-French FF25 Size/BTM portfolios. Factor data are the FF3 plus Momentum factor returns. Data are quarterly from 1927 Q1 to 2015 Q3.
Value 6.2.1 Value Decomposition
The value decomposition shows more dependence on lower components than the market, which was largely dominated by a single component. Returns to value have a much less pronounced latent trend. We will continue to see that long-horizon slow-moving predictability is a feature specific to the market. Persistence of these components are measured by estimating AR(1) coefficients.
Exposures
We report unconditional exposures to the penultimate eigenfunction of the HML factor returns. Plots of the t-statistics are reported. 
Replication and Performance Gains
The hedging portfolios constructed below will always improve efficiency of the base factor portfolios. Given the traded factor Sharpe ratio over a particular subsample, conditioning will raise that Sharpe ratio. Clearly, other factors can dominate over any window. We extract conditional improvements from any factor-based trading strategy. The properties of the replicating portfolio and exposure to the replicating portfolio returns are reported below. The value hedging portfolio improves mean-variance efficiency, raising the Sharpe ratio from 0.177 to 0.230 for the second component replicating returns, 0.283 for the third component replicating returns, and 0.301 for the hybrid returns. When several components are predictable, a simple diversification argument shows why the hybrid returns will be more efficient than either of the individual component replicating returns.
Momentum
Momentum strategies (Jagadeesh and Titman (1993), Moskowitz and Grinblatt (1999)) are predicated on the scope for conditional improvements embedded in the Fama-French three factor models. By design, they improve conditional mean-variance efficiency relative to the FF3 baseline. Moreover, they exploit persistence in portfolio returns and in particular on the ability to identify portfolios that are predictably increasing or decreasing in total returns.
Nonetheless, the procedure outlined for the Market and value factors is applicable to momentum. Taking the momentum strategy as given, we isolate predictable components in the decomposition of momentum returns and choose to bear those risks in a manner that optimizes the mean-variance trade-off. A naive replication of a single component generates improvements of less than 1%. In contrast, a strategy that combines components based on their predictable interaction with momentum returns generates roughly a 5% increase in the Sharpe ratio. We report these performance statistics below. We also note that our conditioning information can be used to time the hybrid strategy and improve performance further.
Momentum Decomposition
The decomposition of returns to the Momentum factor are shown. The momentum returns have several nontrivial components from a time-series variation standpoint.
Exposures
We report unconditional exposure to the momentum factor components. The MOM test assets are monotonically increasing in exposure to the latent component. The FF25 test assets are monotonically decreasing in exposure to the second eigenfunction of Momentum.
Replication
The components of the momentum return decomposition exhibit varying degrees of predictability. Importantly, the T m -window moving average has is significantly persistent with a one-quarter autoregressive coefficient of 0.96. Predictability for components used in the momentum hedge are reported.
Summary statistics for the replicating portfolio are reported below. This portfolio replicates the ImageCond 3 component of the momentum return decomposition. 
Performance
Momentum hedging based on a single component improves mean-variance efficiency slightly.
The Sharpe ratio rises from 27.8% to 28.3%. The test statistic for the mean return to the momentum hedging strategy is 4.06.
The hybrid component hedging strategy significantly improves momentum efficiency. The
Sharpe ratio from the hybrid component hedging strategy is 31.14%. The t−statistics for the hybrid hedge is 4.470. 
Size 6.4.1 SMB Representation
The decomposition of the size factor is reported. The components are close to white noise, with the exception of ImageCond 2 and the rolling conditional expectation ImageConstant.
Autoregressive coefficients are reported 
SMB Decomposition Exposures
Key exposure patterns are reported.. While overall exposure of the test assets to SMB returns are decreasing in size, the components pick up slight shifts in asset risk profiles.
Value stocks decrease exposure to size as market cap grows, but much less so than growth stocks. Value stocks maintain a positive exposure to the T m SMB return moving average as market cap grows, while all other book-to-market bins become negatively exposed once they become large. 
Latent Size factor replication
Properties of the size latent factor replicating portfolio are reported
SMB Hedge Performance
The latent factor replicating portfolio improves mean-variance efficiency by 63%. Notably, unlike other factor hedging portfolios, the size latent hedge does not have cross-sectional pricing power. Performance reports are here:
Full Sample Implications
We find some of the returns to the replicating portfolio provide additional cross-sectional pricing power. This is consistent with the view that the efficiency gains arise through a better accounting for time variation in risk prices. Recall the conditional model can be written
For the case of time-varying risk prices, the conditional stochastic discount factor (SDF) takes the form M t+∆ = 1 + δ t · f t+∆ (up to a scale normalization). Conditioning down gives,
as in Jagannathan and Wang (1996) . An asset's equilibrium unconditional return includes a contribution from the covariance of the time-varying price of risk with the discounted ex-cess return. Full sample tests are implemented following completion of the aforementioned algorithm.
Empirical Algorithm Augmentation
• Collect the contemporaneous portfolio returns F * from [0, ..., T ]
• Perform a full sample Fama-MacBeth procedure replacing the factor replicating portfolio f with our hybrid portfolio F *
• Test λ F * > 0 and λ
The latter test checks if the price of hybrid risk is significantly different than the price of factor risk in the case where the hybrid portfolio is priced.
Full Sample Pricing Results
We evaluate pricing implications for the decomposition in an initial diagnostic stage and a final stage. The diagnostic stage looks for the component specific pricing power when the components are in a horse race. We then pick the most significantly priced component(s)
and construct a replicating portfolio to track the component. The final pricing test checks whether the returns to the hedging portfolios acquire the cross-sectional pricing power of the factor.
Exposure to the second component of the HML return decomposition is priced. We derive a tracking portfolio for this component. Diagnostic tests and the pricing of the hedging factor for momentum is reported. 
Conclusion
We extract predictable components from priced risk factors and show these components can be used to improve performance. Consideration of latent components of factor risk prices can be used in real time to improve efficiency of conditional resource allocation and thus carries normative implications for traders and policy makers. The findings suggest investors are able to allocate capital with more precision using past returns data alone than previously indicated.
Characterization of the latent components also carries implications for economic modeling.
Rational agents making allocations optimally in an asset pricing model must be endowed with the spectral data. In models where data are initialized at a deterministic invariant distribution this distinction is immaterial. In more general models, incorporation of spectral data into the decision makers' information set can impact model implications.
Our findings have additional positive implications for economic theory. The predictable component in market returns must be driven by the dividend yield. This places restrictions on specific parametrizations of stochastic discount factors. Two natural theoretical benchmarks are, one, persistent growth and Harrison-Krepps preferences, and two, ambiguity aversion.
Hansen (2011) 10 Appendix A.1
Markov Asset Pricing Models
We develop stylized equilibrium (SDF) and statistical (arbitrage) factor models of asset returns to analyse common variation in expected returns. A general environment and additional technical details are provided in Appendix A.1. During the course of this development we will recover the relationships in the previous sections
The first line is the discounted cash-flow model, and the second is a linear factor model of asset returns. Empirical tests are built on the structure suggested by the second line.
Uncertainty is driven by a Markov chain X t ∈ D ⊂ R d for 1 ≤ d < ∞, with transition matrix M. Define X t,1 = 1 t to be the indicator column vector in R d with zeros away from the indicated coordinate j : X t = x j ∈ X. 20 The indicator state can be interpreted as a list of Arrow-Debreu securities payoffs, with cash flow functional R(X t ) ≡ 1. Dynamics track the entire column as a state variable. State prices are Q1(X t ).
Securities i ∈ {1, ..., I} with equilibrium prices written p i,t = p i,t (X t ) are traded competitively, and I = d in general. The marginal value of wealth for investor j is m j (X t ) in state X t . 21 Each investor adjusts asset holdings until
in each (t, X t ) for every asset i, and where
Clearing markets gives the asset pricing Euler equation
where
(X t+1 ) is the column vector of the I asset excess returns R i,t+1 (X t+1 ) − r(X t ). The conditional expectation is applied to each element of R e t+1 (X t+1 ).
Empirical Processes
The residuals of the Markov chain are defined implicitly X t+1 = M X t + u t+1 through the sequence of conditional forecast errors
serially uncorrelated mutually independent white noise constituents u d,t+1 .
20 Reduction to the indicator follows Anderson (1989) . Ergodic d− state Markov chains are unitarily equivalent to the irreducible d− state chain on the indicator vector. 21 We assume preferences satisfy local nonsatiation and an Inada condition: If the investor j has u j (h j (X t )) for du j (h j (X t )) = m j dX t then the Inada condition is lim hj (Xt)→0 m j = ∞ for monotonic increasing h j . Convex marginal utility gives local nonsatiation.
The returns process R(X t ) has the Markov property. 22 It can be sufficient that R(X t )
is a local martingale in order to exhibit the Markov property. 23 We write Q k R n (X t ) := E[M (X t+k )R n,t+k (X t+k )|X t ] for discounted expectations of lump-sum payments R n p n,t with delivery k-periods from today, conditioned on today's realization X t . For R n unadjusted for risk, we write M k R n (X t ) := E[R n,t+k (X t+k )|X t ]. Unexpected equilibrium asset returns define the residuals
where R t+1 , R give the N × 1 vectors of realized and forecasted asset returns, and where the N × 1 vector ζ t+1 (u t+1 , M ) of functions of white noise u t+1 quantify the equilibrium conditional risk adjustments for each asset n and time t.
We use the lag operator LR(X t+1 ) = R(X t ) to obtain a simple expression
The Markov transition can be written as a sequence of rank one projections
The leading eigenvalue is λ 1 = 1 and the leading eigenspace is the span of the invariant distribution µ of (M, X t ). Because of the indicator normalization, the invariant distribution is the vector of unconditional Arrow state prices. Equivalently, it is the column vector of the marginal risk-neutral probabilities on X 1,t . Now, take asset i and project R i onto M, e.g., run OLS. Pre-multiplying the resulting expression by H and isolating the unit eigenvector gives
showing that the leading order contributions to level dynamics are not relevant for time-varying risk premiums. The trailing order contributions are predictable (transitory) fluctuations. The trailing rank-one projections in M drive local predictability and autocorrelation.
It is misleading to think that the trailing order drivers of the process do not matter for risk because they are transitory. In fact, they are the only thing that matters for conditional variation in risk prices, exposures and expected returns. However, the largest contribution to unconditional volatility comes from the permanent shocks in µ.
Markov Processes and Martingale Excess Returns
We review conditions on the local dynamics of martingales that ensure a Markov representation is valid. Our interest is in the added structure made available for Markov processes that are not available for generic martingales. An appealing tool is the semi-parametric factor structure implied by the generator and the functionals R on X t .
In many cases, non-Markovian martingales can be made Markovian by enlarging the statevector, and non-martingale Markov processes can be made into martingales by tilting the measure. It turns out the equivalence is very general: whenever the martingale dynamics X t can be described by a linear operator A defined on a subspace of bounded continuous functions C B (X) over X, then the law of the process obeying the martingale dynamics is the law of a Markov process with transition functions determined from the empirical distribution of X t . 24 For simplicity we model the continuous time case. 25 A technical definition of the economic equilibrium that encompasses this example is given in A.3.
For state space X Polish, define C(X) the space of continuous functions on X. The space of positive payoffs is written C(X) + , and the quotient space R := {p ∈ C(X) : λ(p) = 1} contains returns. 24 A technical description of the environment is given in A.3. The transition functions determine the Markov semigroup and the generator, the latter of which is shown to be an extension of A. 25 The equivalence holds in discrete and continuous time but is more cumbersome and involves further qualifications in discrete time (Liggett (1998)).
Price data p i t (X t ) are functionals of a stochastic process X t constrained in equilibrium by
where the operator Q s := E t m t+s is the risk adjusted conditional expectations operator for the process X t given m(X t ). When X t is explicitly Markov, Q s is the strongly continuous single parameter s ∈ [0, ∞) semigroup for a tilted generator A Q of X t .
The model implies in addition that
is a martingale. For simplicity, we have cleared the securities markets i. p t (X t ) is the price of a claim to aggregate consumption, i.e., p t (X t ) = W t (X t ).
Without loss of generality, we normalize M p (X 0 ) ≡ 1. Consider the preference order captured in m j (x t ), and write the constraint sets B 0 := {a ∈ R N : p t (X t ) · a − W t ≤ 0} and From the Kolmogorov extension theorem, the law of a stochastic process is completely determined by its finite -dimensional distributions F (X s ) , 0 ≤ s < ∞. Varadhan (1979) shows the finite dimensional distributions of the process X t that solves the martingale problem M.1 are given by the Markov transition functions P t (X t+s |X t ) corresponding to the generator A.
Then, by Kolmogorov extension, the law of X t written µ 0 , is the law of the Markov process with the implied transitions, and the generator A + associated with the Markov transitions extends the domain of A.
When the operator A measures excess returns and the netting rate is known conditionally, the domain D is closed under addition of constants, e.g., A1 = 0. In this case the conditions for the martingale problem can be written in Novikov form z t (X t )p 0 (X 0 ) = p t (X t )e − t 0 log(Aps(Xs))−log(ps(Xs)) ds
The X t that makes z t (X t ) a martingale is a Markov process when the martingale dynamics are generated locally by a linear operator A.
Appendix A.2: Empirical Algorithm
We present the detailed step-by-step procedure used to implement the testing described at the beginning of section 4 and motivated throughout the paper. Readers sufficiently comfortable with the approach can skip this section.
For every t s s ∈ {1, 2, ..., T } in a sample of returns data of length T , that minimizes variance subject to the constraint that that it forecasts the one-step-ahead factor risk price E ts [F
